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What is an Operating System (OS)?

• “The OS is everything you don’t need to write in order to run your application”
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Why do we need Operating Systems?

• To run a single program is easy

• What to do when several programs

run in parallel?

• Memory areas

• Program counters 

• Scheduling (e.g., one instruction each)

• Communication/synchronization/

semaphors/Mutex

• Device drivers

• …

• OS is a program offering the common 

services needed in all applications

Referee

• Resource allocation among users, 

applications

• Isolation of different users, 

applications from each other

• Communication between users, 

applications

Illusionist

• Each application appears to have 

the entire machine to itself

• Infinite number of processors, 

(near), infinite amount of memory, 

reliable storage, reliable network 

transport

Glue

• Libraries, user interface widgets, …

• Reduces cost of developing software
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Goals of an Operating System

• The primary goals of an Operating System are:

• To simplify program execution.

• To use computer hardware efficiently.

• To make application software portable and versatile.

• To provide isolation, security and protection.

• To improve overall system reliability. 

• This is achieved by providing:

• An environment for executing programs

• Support for multitasking/concurrency

• Hardware abstraction layer (device drivers)

• Mechanisms for Synchronization/Communication

• Filesystems/Stable storage
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The Kernel

• The Kernel is the central piece of the Operating System 

that has complete control over everything in the system.

• Always resident in memory.

• Facilitates interactions between hardware and software. 

• The Kernel is the program that executes forever.

• Everything else is an application with respect to the Kernel.

• To accommodate OS kernels, the CPU supports several operating modes:

• Kernel Mode: Only for the kernel, providing very high access permissions.

• User Mode: Used by all other applications, allowing restricted access.

• A system call is used by an application to invoke the kernel and transfer the 

CPU into kernel mode.

7
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Types of Kernels

• Monolithic Kernels

• Include all OS services run along 

with the main kernel thread.

• Microkernels

• The kernel includes minimal 

functionality (e.g., memory 

management, multitasking, inter-process communication)

• All other OS services are provided through system calls.

• Hybrid Kernels

• Add some additional code to the microkernel to increase performance 
• e.g., Windows, MacOS

• Move some services out of the monolithic kernel to ease development 
• e.g., Linux

8

Source: PSU, CS533
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Virtual Machines

• Virtual Machines provide another level of separation from the hardware 

(Hypervisor) to allow running several Operating Systems in parallel.
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Do we need OS for Embedded Systems?

Not always!
• For example, we want to multitask several programs

• The cyclic executive approach:

• Pros

• Simple implementation

• Low overhead

• Very predictable

• Embedded systems need an OS for:

• Convenience

• Multitasking and threads

• Real-time requirements

• This is often provided by a Real Time Operating System (RTOS)
10

• Cons

• Can’t handle sporadic events 

(e.g., interrupt)

• Code must be scheduled manually

loop 
do part of task 1
do part of task 2
do part of task 3

end loop
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Why “Real Time”?

• In a real-time system, a process has the following requirements:

• Initiation Time:

The time at which the process goes from the waiting to the ready state

• Deadline:

The time at which the computation must be finished.

• What happens when a process misses a deadline? 

• Catastrophic, e.g., missed deadline in automotive control system

• Impede Quality, e.g., missed deadline in telephone system

• For safety-critical systems, compensatory measures will be taken, 

e.g., approximating data or switching to a special safety mode.

• For non-safety-critical systems, the failure may be ignored or 

maybe bad data will not be propagated (i.e., silence in an audio stream)

11
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Real Time Operating Systems

• Basic functions of  RTOS kernel:

• Time management

• Task management 

• Interrupt and Exception handling (important)

• Memory management (no virtual memory for hard RT tasks)

• Task synchronization (Avoid priority inversion)

• Task scheduling

• Three main operations:

• Task Scheduler: To determine which task will run next in a multitasking system

• Task Dispatcher: To perform necessary bookkeeping to start a task

• Intertask Communication: To support communication between one process 

(i.e., task) and another

12
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RTOS Micro-kernel Architecture

13
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The OS and Hardware

• These hardware features are built primarily to support the needs of an OS:

• Timer (clock) operation

• Synchronization instructions (e.g., atomic test-and-set)

• Memory protection

• I/O control operations

• Interrupts and exceptions

• Protected modes of execution (kernel vs. user)

• Privileged instructions

• System calls (and software interrupts)

• Virtualization architectures

• In the following sections, we will introduce these concepts 

to understand how the hardware interacts with them.

14



Interrupt Handling
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Interrupts and Exceptions

• Definition (Wikipedia):

• An interrupt is a response by the processor to an event

that needs attention from the software.

• An interrupt condition alerts the processor and serves as a request for the 

processor to interrupt the currently executing code when permitted, 

so that the event can be processed in a timely manner.

• But we generally differentiate between three categories of interrupts:

• Asynchronous Interrupts: 
• An interrupt coming from outside the CPU, e.g., a mouse click.

• Synchronous Exceptions: 
• A disruption in the execution flow due to an internal CPU error, e.g., divide-by-zero.

• Software Interrupts, a.k.a. Traps: 
• An exception explicitly thrown by program code, e.g., a System Call.

16
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Interrupts: Teman Analogy

• I finally sit down to prepare this lecture…

• Decide what I want to say and start making a beautiful slide…

• “Dad, I’m Hungry”

• Need to handle the interrupt

• And back to making slides

17
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Interrupt Handling

• The interrupt handling process is as follows:

• Every cycle, the CPU checks for pending interrupts

• If more than one is pending, the CPU decides which to handle.

• The CPU generally clears the interrupt and disables other interrupts

• The CPU saves the state of the current process.

• The CPU jumps to the address of the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR)

• Upon finishing, the interrupt return instruction restores the state, 

re-enables interrupts and continues execution where it left off.

• Interrupts should be as fast as possible, 

because nothing else can happen when an interrupt is being serviced.

• Precise interrupts are associated with a particular instruction

• i.e., all instructions before are finished and after are squashed.

18
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Interrupt Priorities and Masking

• Most systems can receive interrupts from more than one peripheral

• Interrupt Priorities define which interrupt is 

handled first.

• Most systems provide few (~8) priorities.

• Use software polling to map several 

peripherals to the same interrupt priority.

• Interrupt Masking enables disabling interrupts

• For example, a lower priority interrupt should not

be able to interrupt a higher priority interrupt.

• Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMIs) cannot be turned off

• These are usually the interrupts with the highest priority.

• For example, detecting a dangerously low power supply.
19

Source: Computers as 
Components
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Interrupt Vectors

• An Interrupt Vector enables the definition of the specific handler to be used.

• After receiving the interrupt acknowledge, the device sends the CPU its vector.

• The vector points to the address of the interrupt handler to be called.

• Interrupt vectors provide flexibility in the coupling of hardware devices and 

software routines that service them.

20

Source: Computers as 
Components
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Privileged Modes

• Some instructions (privileged instructions) are restricted to the OS

• Directly access I/O devices (disks, network cards)

• Manipulate memory state management (page table pointers, TLB loads, etc.)

• Manipulate special ‘mode bits’

• The RISC-V processor supports the following modes:

• U-Mode (User Mode) → Lowest Privilege

• S-Mode (Supervisor Mode) – also known as “Kernel Mode”

• M-Mode (Machine Mode) → Highest Privilege

• A user-level application will execute in U-Mode

and make a “system call” to invoke the OS, running in S-Mode.

• Privileged Instructions can only be executed in S-Mode (or M-Mode)

• Illegal access will cause an exception and invoke the higher mode handler
21
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System Calls (Syscall)

• A software interrupt is initiated when a user process needs an OS routine:

• e.g., to read a file, launch a new process, ask for more memory (malloc), etc.

• This is achieved by making a system call*:

• Saves the PC

• Changes into (privileged) kernel mode

• Changes the PC to the handler address

• Return from the handler uses a special instruction that returns to user mode.

22

Source: Venkatasubramanian ICS143A

*Note that the process first sets up 

arguments to pass to the handler

Note that Linux has about 

300 system calls

read(), write(), open(),
close(), fork(),
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Interrupts in RISC-V

• RISC-V differentiates between three categories of interrupts/exceptions:
• Software Interrupts – triggered by storing to a memory-mapped register

• Timer Interrupts – triggered by a timer comparator exceeds the timer

• External Interrupts – raised by a platform-level interrupt controller

• RISC-V uses several Control Status Registers (CSRs) to handle interrupts.
• Machine Status (MSTATUS) – includes global interrupt enable (MIE) bit

• Machine Interrupt Pending (MIP) – lists pending interrupts

• Machine Interrupt Enable (MIE) – list per category interrupt enables

• Machine Exception Cause (MCAUSE) – lists the cause of the interrupt

• Machine Trap Vector (MTVEC) – single point of entry interrupt handler address

• Machine Trap Value (MTVAL) – additional trap information

• Machine Exception PC (MEPC) – Instruction address of the exception

• Machine Scratch (MSCRATCH) – additional data for trap handler

23
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Interrupts in RISC-V

• An interrupt occurs when:
• Global interrupts are enabled MSTATUS[MIE]=1

• The sub-type of interrupts (software/timer/external) is enabled in MIE
• The sub-type of interrupt is pending in MIP

• Upon receiving an interrupt:
• The address of the affected instruction is stored in MEPC.

• The cause of the interrupt is encoded in MCAUSE (highest priority).

• Additional information can be stored in MTVAL and MSCRATCH.

• Instructions later in the processor pipeline are squashed.

• Interrupts are disabled.

• The PC is set to STVEC, where a generic function handles the interrupt. 

• Vectored interrupts can be used with the MTVAL register.

• The MRET instruction returns from the interrupt

24
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System Calls in RISC-V

• A system call enables a lower privileged mode (e.g., U-Mode) to invoke a higher

privilege mode (i.e., M-Mode) to execute a privileged task.

• A system call is activated with the ECALL instruction

• This causes an exception to be raised, transferring control to a higher 

privileged exception handler

• The current privilege mode is stored in the MSTATUS register

• The supervisor mode (S-Mode) is meant for Operating Systems

• Instead of invoking highest priority M-Mode, system calls invoke S-Mode

• All relevant CSRs have an S-Mode equivalent (e.g., SEPC, SCAUSE)

• S-Mode can access many, but not all, privileged instructions and CSRs.

25



Multitasking
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Process management

• An OS executes many kinds of activities:

• Users’ programs

• Batch jobs or scripts

• System programs

• Each of these activities is encapsulated in a process

• A process is an instance of a program in execution.

• A process includes the execution context

• PC, registers, VM, OS resources (e.g., open files), etc.

• Plus, the program itself (code and data)

• The OS’s process module manages these processes

• creation, destruction, scheduling, inter-process communication, …

28
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Process =? Program

• More to a process than just a program:

• Program is just part of the process state

• I run Vim or Notepad on lectures.txt, 

you run it on homework.java –

Same program, different processes

• Less to a process than a program:

• A program can invoke more than one process

• A web browser launches multiple processes, 

e.g., one per tab

29
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What’s “in” a process?

• A process consists of (at least):

• An address space, containing
• The code (instructions) for the running program

• The data for the running program 

(static data, heap data, stack)

• CPU state, consisting of
• The program counter (PC)

• The stack pointer 

• Other general purpose register values

• A set of OS resources
• Open files, network connections, sound channels, …

• The name for a process is called a process ID (PID)

• The PID namespace is global to the system

• Only one process at a time has a particular PID
30
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Reminder: Process Memory Allocation

• Static: 

• Static allocation, i.e., known at compile time

• Global and Static Variables

• Exist for entire duration of program

• Stack:

• Automatic allocation

• Local variables,

pointers, arguments

• Heap:

• Dynamic allocation

31

Source: Shawn Hymel, Digikey
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Enabling Concurrency and Protection

• Only one process active at a time 

• Current state of process held in Process Control Block (PCB):
• “snapshot” of the execution and protection environment

• Process needs CPU, resources

• Give out CPU time to different processes (Scheduling):

• Only one process “running” at a time

• Give more time to important processes

• Give pieces of resources to different processes (Protection):

• Controlled access to non-CPU resources
• e.g., Memory Mapping: Give each process their own address space

32
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The Process Control Block 

• The Process Control Block (PCB) or Process Descriptor 

contains keeps track of the process state:

• Process ID (PID) and Parent process ID

• Execution state - new, ready, running, etc.

• Program counter, stack pointer, CPU registers

• CPU scheduling information - process priority, pointer

• Memory Management information - base/limit information

• Accounting information - time limits, process number

• I/O Status information - list of I/O devices allocated

• Creating a process in Unix:

• fork(): creates copy of PCB and address space of parent

• exec(): overwrites the code in PCB with new program

33
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Scheduling

• A CPU can only run one process at a time*

• How does the OS choose which process will be executing?

• How can it ensure that one process doesn’t run endlessly?

• When should the OS initiate a context switch?

• How can the OS efficiently utilize the resources?

• The decision of which task to run and when is called Scheduling

• Scheduling is a policy

• Context switching is a mechanism

• The goals of scheduling are:

• Performance: CPU utilization, throughput, response time, waiting time, …

• Fairness: timeshare, prioritize, avoid starvation

34

* Assuming a single Hardware Thread 

(HART) running on a single core
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Running Periodic Processes

• The simple approach for scheduling is sequential subroutine calls:

• No rate control – Each process starts as soon as it can.

• No fairness – Each process runs until finished.

• To add some rate control, add a periodic timer interrupt:

• Does not support multi-rate processes.

• What if p1 runs longer than the timer interval?

• We could use multiple timers: 

• Now multi-rate is supported.

• But what happens when one task is interrupted by the other?

• Solution: Preemption

• Context-switch between processes according to a scheduling policy.

• A timer “tick” calls the kernel, which decides which process to run next.
35

while (TRUE) {
p1();
p2(); }

void pall () {
p1();
p2(); }

void pA () {
p1(); }

void pB () {
p2(); }
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The Context Switch

• To enable concurrency, the CPU must switch between active processes

• Change to Kernel Mode

• Save the PCB of the current process

• Load the PCB of the next process

• Known as a “Context Switch”

• Context-switch time is overhead

• System does no useful work while switching

• Overhead sets minimum practical switching 

time; can become a bottleneck

• During context switching, 

interrupts are often disabled

• Real Time Systems require minimal times for context switches
36

Source: Venkatasubramanian ICS143A
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Context Switch: Back to the Teman Analogy

• Really need to prepare this lecture…

• WhatsApp message

• It’s the wife… She’s at the store… need anything?

• Save work… go to check in the kitchen…

• Back to work… where was I? 

• Phone rings…

• It’s Alex… need to send that email – now!

• Save work… open mail client… send mail

• Okay, re-open PowerPoint… continue editing

• Alarm clock rings…

• Time to pick up kids…

• Save work… put computer to sleep… find car keys…
37
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Scheduling Policies

• A scheduling policy defines how processes are selected for promotion from 

ready to the running state.

• Cyclic Executive 

• Calls to statically 

ordered threads

• Round Robin

• Each task is assigned 

a fixed time slice

• Preemptive Priority Systems

• Higher priority task can preempt a 

lower priority task if it interrupts the 

lower-priority task

38 Source: MIT 16.07
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Process execution states

• Each process/thread has an execution state, indicating what it’s currently doing

• Ready: Waiting to be assigned to a CPU
• Could run, but another process has the CPU

• Running: Executing on a CPU
• It’s the process that currently controls the CPU

• Waiting (a.k.a., “blocked”): waiting for an 

event, e.g., I/O completion, or a message 

from (or the completion of) another process

• As a process executes, it moves from state to state

• UNIX: run ps, STAT column shows current state

• Which state is a process in most of the time?

39

Source: Uwash, CSE 451
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Process Scheduling Queues

• The scheduler manages several queues of tasks:

• All tasks are stored in the Job Queue.

• Tasks waiting to execute are placed in the Ready Queue.

• Tasks waiting for a device to become available or to deliver data are placed 

in Device Queues. 
• There is generally a separate 

device queue for each device.

• Additional queues may be waiting

for timers, interrupts, etc.

• A task goes into the executing 

state only when it has all its data, 

is ready to run, and the scheduler 

selects it.
40 Source: Silberschatz, et al.

Source: Computers as 

Components
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The Thread

• Processes do not share resources well 

• Context switching is expensive 
• e.g., saving and restoring a page table

• Sharing data between processes is complicated

• Idea: Separate concurrency from protection

• Create a lightweight process → a “Thread”

• A process can have several threads

• A process has a single address space
• code and data sections 

• OS resources (open files, signals)

• Each thread has its own PC, CPU registers, stack

• There is no protection between threads

41
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Task (Thread) Memory Allocation in RTOS

• A Thread (=“task” in FreeRTOS) is allocated memory inside the Heap

• Task memory includes:

• Task Control Block (TCB)

• Stack

• TCB includes information, such as:

• Task stack pointer

• Task priority level

• Kernel objects also inside Heap

• Such as queues and semaphores

42
Source: Shawn Hymel, Digikey
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The Thread (cont.)

• Threads are concurrent executions sharing an address space

(and some OS resources)

• Threads are cheaper than processes:

• Creating threads is cheap

• Context switching threads is cheap

• Sharing data between threads is cheap

• In a multiple threaded task, while one 

thread is blocked and waiting, a second 

thread in the same process can run.

• Higher throughput

• Improved performance
43

Source: Venkatasubramanian ICS143A
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Preemptive Priority Scheduling (revisited)

• RTOS often use preemptive priority scheduling:

• Every “tick”, the highest priority ready task (=thread) is run.

• Interrupts have higher priority than other tasks

44 Source: Shawn Hymel, Digikey
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Protection

• Protection is required for:

• To prevent errant or malicious misuse of the system by users or programs

• To ensure that shared resources are used according to system policies

• To limit the damage caused by errant programs

• The basic means of protection is

to provide each process with its own separate address space

• Only the kernel (supervisor) has access to the full physical address space

• The process can only address the space defined in its PCB

• Virtual memory and page tables help abstract away 

the physical memory from the program (next lecture)

• Synchronization enables passing data between processes

46
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Method 1: Pass messages between tasks

• We can use a First-in First-out (FIFO) buffer to implement a queue

• This enables passing messages between tasks 

without accidentally corrupting each other's messages.

47

Source: Microsoft
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Can a Queue solve all our problems?

• What happens when two or more threads/processes 

want to access the same data?

• If they both want to read – no problem.

• But if one wants to write – access order is critical.

• A race condition = the results depend on timing.

• Sequences of instructions that may get incorrect 

results if executed simultaneously are called critical sections

• To ensure correct execution, mutual exclusion (mutex)

must be forced between two critical section executions.

• Mutual exclusion = “not simultaneous”

• At most one thread can be in the critical section.

48

int global_var=0;

void incTask(void *parameters) {
while(1) { global_var++; }

void main() {
startTask1(incTask, "Task 1");
startTask2(incTask, "Task 2");
sleep; }
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Gas Station Analogy: Critical Section 

49

• A gas station on the highway has a public bathroom.

• Two cars make a pit stop.

• Who will get there first?

• The bathroom is in

the critical section!
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Protecting Shared Resources

• Queues
• Pass messages (data) between threads

• Locks:
• Allow only one thread to enter the "locked" section of code.

• Mutex:
• Like a lock, but system-wide (shared by multiple processes)

• Semaphores:
• Allow multiple threads to enter a critical section of code

• Additional higher-level synchronization 
• Condition Variables

• Signals

• Monitors

• Mailboxes

50
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Locks

• Define a lock:

• acquire(): obtain the right to enter the critical section

• release(): give up the right to be in the critical section

• Implement a “Spinlock”

• Busy-wait on the lock until it is free:

• Problem: Spinlocks have critical sections, too!

• acquire()/release() must be atomic

• Atomic == executes as though it could not be interrupted

• Code that executes “all or nothing”

• Need help from the hardware

• Atomic instructions, e.g., test-and-set

• Disable interrupts to prevent context switches

51

struct lock_t {

int held = 0; }

void acquire(lock) {

while (lock->held);

lock->held = 1; }

void release(lock) {

lock->held = 0; }

bool test_and_set(bool *flag) {

bool old = *flag;

*flag = True;

return old; }

struct lock {

int held = 0; }

void acquire(lock) {

while(test_and_set(&lock->held)); }

void release(lock) {

lock->held = 0; }
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Gas Station Analogy: Mutex 

52

• Gas station has one bathroom and one key.

• First customer acquires key.

• Second customer waits.

• Until first customer releases the key.

• Now second customer can acquire the key.
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Semaphores

• Strange name… comes from railroad safety…

• In French means: a device for making and transmitting signals by line of sight

• In other words, a mechanism for signaling. (sema=signal in Greek)

• Invented by Dijkstra (1968)

• A variable (integer) that is manipulated through two atomic operations:

• P(sem) (wait): Block until sem > 0, then subtract 1 from sem and proceed

• V(sem) (signal): add 1 to sem

• In other words when a thread calls P(sem): try to grab the resource

• If sem>0, decrement sem. Otherwise, put thread on queue and wait.

• And when a thread calls V(sem): signal that a resource is available

• If there is a waiting thread, signal to it that the resource is available

• Else, increment sem (so the next thread doesn’t have to wait)
54

/* some nonprotected operations here */

P(); /* wait for semaphore */

/* do protected work here */

V(); /* release semaphore */
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Gas Station Analogy: Semaphore 

55

• Gas station has several bathrooms and several keys.

• First customer acquires key.

• Second customer acquires key too.

• Third customer waits for others to finish.

• But…

• How does second customer know

which bathroom is occupied?

• …semaphores are not great for mutual exclusion

• Should be used for signaling to other threads.
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Mutex vs. Semaphore

• Lock (Mutex) implies ownership

• A task owns the lock, blocking any other task from

entering the critical section

• The task must release the lock after taking it.

• Use for mutual exclusion

• Semaphores do not imply ownership

• One task gives (signals) the semaphore, 

another task takes (waits) the semaphore.

• Use for signaling (e.g., in Interrupt Service Routines)

• Note, if you can implement the same thing with a queue,

then do so. Semaphores are complicated!

57

// Task 1
lock.acquire()
// Use shared resource
lock.release()

// Task 2
lock.acquire()
// Use shared resource
lock.release()

// Task 1 (producer)
// Add something to 
// shared resource
semaphore.signal()

// Task 2 (consumer)
semaphore.wait()
// Remove something from
//    shared resource
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Synchronization in RISC-V

• Atomic operations are needed to ensure locks are set properly.

• Operations, such as test-and-set, swap, or compare-and-set

are assumed to be implemented as two separate instructions.

• Load-Reserved (LR) performs the read phase

• Store-Conditional (SC) performs the write phase

• Load-Reserved:

• Reads a value from memory and stores it into a register.

• In addition, it “reserves” the memory location.

• Store-Conditional

• Attempts to store a value from a register into memory.

• However, the instruction may succeed or fail.

• Failure means that since the LR, some other thread has written to this location.

• In either case, the reservation is released.60

LR.W rd, (rs1)  # rd = Mem[rs1]

SC.W rd, rs2, (rs1)  # Mem[rs1] = rs2
# rd = success ? 0:1
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